
 

Strawberry Shortcake Card Maker Dress Up Hack ((TOP))

budge studios budge studios leads the industry by providing entertaining apps for kids through
innovation and creativity. the company develops and publishes apps for smartphones and tablets

played by millions of children worldwide featuring high profile properties such as strawberry
shortcake, chuggington, dora the explorer, spongebob squarepants, and minnie mouse. make sure
you double or triple-check your ingredients before you start cooking. my first batch of strawberry

shortcake didn't end up being very good. it was really dense. next time i'll check the ingredients first.
we recently used this strategy to snag an awesome two-week eastern caribbean cruise deal with

holland america during the early december period. they enticed us with prepaid gratuities, a $100
onboard credit, free beverage cards, and even reimbursement on travel expenses to get to the port.
it all totaled about $700 of value. and that was on top of a highly-discounted off-season cruise deal

listed at $500/pp. so it was almost like they were paying us to take this off-season cruise! we
essentially cruise hacked our way into an almost-free two-week caribbean cruise. and thats what

booking during the off-season is all about! ive made this recipe a couple of times now. its very tasty
the flavors remind me of strawberry shortcake. i reduced the sugar by 1/2 cup and omitted the

drizzle in favor of a little powdered sugar sprinkled over the top and it was still plenty sweet. next
time i want to try adding a bit more strawberries so that theres the potential for one in every bite.
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